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Writing Apps
Story Starters/Writing Prompts
App Title
60 Story Starters

App Description

Price

This app includes 60 images, each of which features
three different story starters. Story starters are spoken
aloud.

$5.99

Includes 52 story starters. These story starters are text
only, no images or voice. Content is appropriate and
appealing for all ages. App can be customized with up
to five custom-designed story starters.

$0.99

Silly Story
Starters- Creative
Writing for Kids

Generates millions of silly story starters for kids.
Students can type their stories into the app. Stories can
be emailed. Text only, no images or voice.

$1.99

Story Spark

Generates 25+ scenerios with unlimited word
combinations. Apple VoiceOver support available.
Recommended ages: 10 and up.

$2.99

This writing prompt generator randomly generates a
situation, a character, a setting, and/or an object. Also
includes a “Better Words” section that provides
alternatives for simple or overused words. Includes
“Hard to Spell Words” section that provides the proper
spelling of over 100 commonly misspelled words. Text
only. No images or voice.

$1.99

(Super Duper
Publications)

Spark!
(Spark Your
Imagination
Ventures, Inc.)

(Thinkamingo)

Writing
Prompts for
Kids
(Teacher
Created
Resources)
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Writer’s Hat

Writer’s Hat is an idea generator to inspire creative
writing. Writer’s Hat allows students to have four basic
elements of their story selected randomly for them:
Who, What, Where, and/or When. Alternately,
students can use the app to randomly generate a noun,
verb, adjective, and/or adverb to help them generate
ideas for use in creative writing. Text only; no images or
voice.

$0.99

A+ Writing
Prompts

Includes 5 types of prompt generators: Scenes
(generates place, character, object, and date/time);
Words (generates 5 words to be used in story); News
(provides a headline and a link to the news article);
Texts (story starters); and Sketches (generates genre
and type of writing). Text only; no images or voice.

$4.99

Lists for
Writers- ideas
for creative
writing

Includes dozens of lists: names, conflicts, animals,
weather, settings, locations, verbs, colors, plots,
character traits, obsessions, rhyming words, etc.
Includes a Notepad feature where you can collect any
interesting list items, edit them, and email them. Text
only; no images or voice. Designed for older students
and adults.

$2.99

(Thinkamingo)

Sentence Construction
SentenceBuilder SentenceBuilder is designed to help elementary
students learn to build grammatically correct
for iPad

$5.99

sentences. Includes 100 pictures to build sentences
around. Each picture is accompanied by a “multi-wheel
picker,” with each wheel in the “picker” representing a
part of the sentence and containing a list of from 1-5
words to choose among. Three levels of difficulty.
SentenceBuilderTeen is available for $5.99. Includes
100 teenager-themed pictures to build sentences
around and 3 levels of difficulty.
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Rainbow
Sentences

Rainbow Sentences is designed to help students
improve their ability to construct grammatically correct
sentences using color-coded visual cues. Includes 168
images to create sentences from. Drag and drop words
to create sentences. Words are spoken as they are
dragged into the sentence. Option to have students
record sentences in their own voices.

Sentence Maker Students make sentences corresponding to images by

$9.99

Free

dragging words into correct sequence. Option to
choose 2 -3 word phrases or 4-5 word sentences.
Options for various levels of scaffolding support (e.g.
sentence hints, word hints, visual hints). Fully
customizable: add, delete, and/or edit images, text, and
sounds.

I Can Write 2

Place items in a scene and then choose the correct
words to write a sentence about the scene. Includes
four scenes and works on prepositions. Designed for
young students who are just beginning to read and
write.

Free

I Can Write 1: Dress an animal and then choose the
correct words to write a sentence about what the
animal is wearing. (Free)

I Can Write 3: Drag activities onto a calendar and
then choose words to write a sentence about the
activity. (Free)

Clicker
Sentences
(Crick Software)

Build sentences using whole words and phrases. Many
options for varying levels of visual and auditory
supports for sentence construction. Options to change
font, font size, text color, and background color. Picture
support via camera roll. Print or email student work
directly from the app. Clicker Sentences is designed as a
tool for teachers to create sentence-building activities
for their students, but also includes sample activities
and direct access to LearningGrids, an online resource
with free, downloadable, ready-made, sentencebuilding activities.

$20.99
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Story Composition
Storybuilder for
iPad

Storybuilder is designed to help students learn how to
create a narrative. App includes 50 distinct story lines
from which to create a complete narrative. There are 3
levels of play: In Level 1, each story line is accompanied
by a series of 4 images and corresponding questions;
questions at this level are directly related to something
in the image. In Level 2, seven questions are asked and
the student will need to make inferences about what
happened before the events of the picture and what
will happen immediately after the events of the picture.
In Level 3, the student can make up any story they wish.
In all levels, students record their answers to each of
the questions. Recorded answers are then “stitched
together” to create a complete narrative, which the
student can play back and save.

$5.99

Story Wheel

1-4 players create and record a story. Players develop
stories in response to random images obtained by
spinning the story wheel. Each player contributes to the
story by recording a few sentences corresponding to
the image s/he received. Themes include Pirates,
Princesses, Aliens, and Storyteller. Completed stories
can be played back and emailed. A guide for “How to
Tell a Story” is included.

$2.99

Super Duper
StoryMaker

Create story books with over 800 items (grouped by
category), photos from your camera roll, audio,
drawings, handwriting, and text. Print out or email your
stories.

$4.99

Story Creator

Create storybooks containing photos, videos, text, and
audio.

Free

Free, lite
version
available.
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Story Patch

Includes a variety of tools for creating your own story,
including a library of over 800 illustrations, sorted by
category.

$2.99

Story Patch includes a set of story themes that younger
children can use to create stories with help. After
student selects a theme and answers a set of (written)
questions, Story Patch builds a story based on the
student’s responses and inserts all of the text, so the
student simply has to illustrate each page of the story.
Stories can be saved, edited, and emailed.

Pictello

Pictello is a simple way to create talking photo albums
and talking books. Each page in a Pictello Story can
contain a photograph, up to five lines of text, and a
recorded sound or text-to-speech. Word-by-word
highlighting available for text to speech. Save and share
stories through email or Dropbox.

$18.99

Writing Templates
Kids Book
Report

Provides a template for writing a very simple book
report. Report can be saved and emailed.

$0.99

Scribble Press

Scribble Press is a book creation platform that allows
students to create their own books. Includes 50 story
templates, drawing tools, stickers, stamps, and option
to import photos from your photo library. Additional
templates available through in-app purchases.
Download your creations to your iBooks library.

Free

Scribble My Story is the junior version of Scribble
Press, targeted for children 3-7. Includes 6 templates
with audio supports and one blank book.
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Graphic Organizers/Idea Mapping
Inspiration
Maps

Tools4Students
(Mobile
Learning
Services)

From the makers of Inspiration software. Combines a
visual diagramming environment with an outlining
environment. Create diagrams, maps, and graphic
organizers in diagramming mode; then tap to transform
visual work into a written outline. Easily switch back
and forth between diagram and outline. Take photos
from within the app or import photos from your
device’s camera roll. Over 30 templates included.
Outlines can be emailed as text or shared with other
apps on your iPad, such as: Pages, Notes, AppWriter US,
Voice Dream, etc.

$9.99

Includes 25 graphic organizers. Type responses into
each section of the chosen organizer. Save within the
app for editing or revisions. Email as an image (PNG) or
a PDF file.

$0.99

Free, lite
version
available.

Also available from Mobile Learning Services:

CompareNContrast: Presents 35 sets of photos
connected to a graphic organizer where students traits
that are the same and different. ($0.99)

Word Processing
Pages

Full-featured word processing app designed by Apple.
Documents are compatible with Microsoft Word.

$9.99

Clicker Docs

Create documents with the support of word prediction,
spell check, audio-supports, and customized word
banks. In-built lowercase keyboard. Audio supports
allow user to listen to words prior to selecting them, as
well as listening to text written and inserted into the
document. Word prediction options include: choice of
database size, number of predicted words, use of
sounds-like prediction, and prediction of next word.
Options to change font, font size, text color, and
background color. Print or email student work directly
from the app.

$25.99
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Clicker Docs is designed as a tool for teachers to create
customized word banks for student writing, but also
includes sample activities and direct access to
LearningGrids, an online resource with free,
downloadable, ready-made word banks.

Typ-O-HDwriting is for
everybody

Typ-O-HD features word prediction with spell check and
text-to-speech. Predicts 6 words. Speak a word into the
microphone to enter it into the list of predicted words.
Print directly from the app, copy your text to paste it
into another app, and/or email your text.

$14.99

iWordQ US

Writing and reading application with spell check,
dictionary, word prediction, abbreviation-expansion
and text-to-speech features. Word prediction options
include: number of predicted words, usage examples,
and next-word prediction. Option to add your own
vocabulary lists and usage examples to word prediction.
Option to listen to predicted words prior to selecting
them. Print documents directly from the app, send
documents via email, or open documents in other word
processing apps on the iPad.

$24.99

Panther Writer

Features 4 innovative keyboards designed to improve
visual and motor access for keyboarding. Large variety
of preference settings and accessibility options for each
keyboard, such as:

$29.99






dwell time/hold time settings
choice of QWERTY, ABC, or Efficiency layout
word prediction
hi contrast keyboard, adjustable cursor size,
font, font size, font color, background color

Save documents within the app. Send documents as
emails or txt attachments.
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ClaroSpeak US

Provides text-to-speech support with highlighting. To
use as a talking word processor, enter text into
Clarospeak via the keyboard. Can be set to speak each
word and/or each sentence as it is typed. Option to
speak entire document with word-by-word or sentenceby-sentence highlighting. Adjustable font, font size, text
color, and background color. Save document as a text
file or as an audio file. Copy or email text from within
the app.

$5.99

There are two other options for entering text into
ClaroSpeak to take advantage of text-to-speech and
highlighting. First, text from any app can be copied and
then pasted into ClaroSpeak. Second, you can open text
from many other apps, such as Pages, in ClaroSpeak by
using the “Open in …” option located within these apps.

Dictionaries

(Sidwyn Koh)

Words are searchable with on-screen keyboard.
Suggests words as you type. Provides synonyms,
antonyms, and example sentences. Provides audio
pronunciation of word when connected to internet.
Large, clear format with no ads.

Dictionary.com
Ad Free
Dictionary &
Thesaurus for
iPad

Features dictionary and thesaurus, with nearly 2
$4.99 for
million words, definitions, synonyms, and antonyms,
ad-free
searchable with on-screen keyboard. Suggests words as version.
you type. Standard features work without internet
connection.

Definition

Additional features that are available only with an
internet connection include: voice-to-text search (say a
word and the dictionary locates it for you) and audiopronunciation of chosen word. First 100 voice searches
included free. Additional voice searches available as inapp purchase.

$0.99

Free, adsupported
version.
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Dictation
*If you are using an iPad 3 (or later model iPad) and you
are connected to a Wi-Fi network and you have
activated Siri in your device’s settings, you can dictate
into any app that uses the built-in iPad keyboard.

Dragon
Dictation

*Please note: Dragon Dictation requires an internet
connection. Dragon Dictation is a voice recognition
application that provides voice-to-text transcriptions
that can be sent as text messages, Emails, or pasted
into any application using the clipboard. Messages can
be edited prior to sending.

Free

Miscellaneous
Daily Sentence
Editing Grade 2
(Teacher
Created
Resources)

Includes 180 sentences to be edited. Reinforces skills in
grammar, usage, mechanics, and spelling. Tap to see
where errors are located without revealing the
correction and/or tap to see the correct answers.

$2.99

Also available: Daily Sentence Editing Grade 1; Daily
Sentence Editing Grade 3; Daily Sentence Editing
Grade 4 ; Daily Sentence Editing Grade 5; Daily
Sentence Editing Grade 6

SymbolSupport

SymbolSupport automatically adds symbols to text as
you type. You can also paste text into SymbolSupport
and symbols will be added automatically. Documents
can be read with text-to-speech when text is
highlighted.

$59.99

Mad Libs

Works liketraditional Mad Libs books: fill in the blanks
with specified type of word to create silly story.
Includes 21 free stories. Includes word hints for nouns,
adjectives, plural nouns, adverbs, etc. Option to add
photo to each story. Email your story or save it to your
photo album.

Free

Additional Mad Lib story packsare available for $1.99
each as in-app purchases.
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